Robert E Reifschneider 211858 CCI
It all started from the day I came to Dodge in 11- 2014. When I got to Dodge I had a torn Achilles tendon. Dodge sent me to the hospital
in Waupun to have it fixed in the start of 12-2014.Then I was sent to CCI. My leg was in a hard cast when I got to CCI. After a few weeks I
went back to Waupun hospital to get the cast off and into a walking boot. After a couple weeks in a walking boot my leg got infected from the
inside with Merssa-to the point it blew the stitches that were holding my tendon together out of my leg. I had to be rushed to the hospital in
Portage to have the stitches that were hanging out of my leg cut off. I had an appointmentfor5—18-2015 to have my leg fixed again in
Waupun. The infection started in2-2015.
The point of this is from11-2014 till 5-17-2015 the DOC took very good care of my health care. And when the infection came CCI did an
awesome job with my leg. And please understand I had a wide open wound in my leg that puss and blood ran out of all day and night. It was a
big deal .HSU would call me up to see a nurse at least two times a week. I would see a Dr. All the time.
On 5-17-2105 my life changed forever. I live everyday in fear of being killed by staff at CCI. And to this day CCI is still torturing me.
On 5-17 2015 Srg. Kinglands came in my cell by himself and almost murdered me. While Mario Lavia closed the cell door and CO.
Jessica Luger watched Sgt. Kingsland do these injuries to me: I was in trauma one 2. Nasal f/x . 3 left hyoid bone f/x 4. Scalp hematoma 5 A
three centimeter laceration within left brow and a 1cm laceration on right lower lip down to muscle. 6. 3 cm laceration to chin. 7. Laceration
on right lower lip where teeth were put through 8. Right knee has damage 9.was in a coma for four days.
So I was at U.W. Madison for a week. After the hospital let me go, CCI brang me right back to CCI. That does not happen in Wisconsin
prisons, EVER! An Issue such as this one was the inmate goes to a different prison A.S.A.P. I should have never came ba ck to CCI.I should
not be here now. This is a big red flag about the administrative staff at CCI.
Next because of what happened I was given a 360 in the hole. And after Sgt Kingsland almost killed me my health care became almost
none. And because Sgt Kingsland almost killed me the day before I was to go to the Waupun hospital to have the infection in my leg taken care
of CCI made me sit for 7 months before they sent me back to get my leg infection taken care of.
And in that 7 months I would go to a week at a time with no change in dressing. And it was supposed to be changed 4 times a day. I would
be made to go up to 40 days with no antibiotics. And Dr’s orders were I should never be off antibiotics till my leg was fixed. I would be so
sick the nurse would have to be called when I would be pretty much falling over and can’t see any more running a temperature of 102 Degrees,
then they would have to give me shots in the ass of antibiotics.
I have prison Doctors and Drs from the three outside hospitals I had been to about this that says I should never had been made to go
without either of those two things.
And the pain that I was living with and still do is unbelievable.
So in 12-2015 CCI sent me to the hospital in Waupun to get the infection cut. After I was done at the Dr. I was sent to Dodge. And the
minute I got to Degein 12-2015 they told me I was done with my hole time. My half time had passed and they put me in GP. For almost 30
days I was in GP.
Then CCI came and got me and without me getting another ticket, no TLU and no hearing of any kind. CCI walked me straight to the
hole. They just acted like I still had to do more time on the 360 that Dodge said I was done with.
Then CCI on 2-25-2016 sent me to NLCI for me to sit in their hole for the rest of the 360 CCI says I had left. After there for 2 months
Capt Maki and Capt Kanneberg both said I was done with my hole time again. And had me PRC’ed to any max GP. And before they did that
the social worker there K. Ashly called CCI and asked did they want me back at CCI and CCI said no. it says this right in my PRC paperwork.
But as soon as CCI found out I was getting PRCed to GP. They came and got me and put me in the hole again. Now I’m on AC after two other
institutions already let me out of the hole.
I have been back at CCI since 5-31-2016 and in this time I have not seen a Dr. Again in 5 months. And I have Dr’s orders that say I should
have been seen for issues. I put in slips to see the nurse for blood sugar and high blood pressure problems. And 5 months later still have not
been seen. I have paper work where they say I’m on the list
Things go on and on> and the prison knows I don’t know how to put in a lawsuit. I have filled all the right complaints and have all my last
steps back. I have all legal paper work and names of people and places to prove all of this is going on.
10-30-2016
yes, I want to be a part of a class action. I beg you please don’t leave me behind on this.
I have exhausted all my remedies and appeals on all issues. Except being on AC but I have finished all my appeals on that issue. But just to
make sure I also put in an inmate complaint on it just to cover my ass. My last step on the AC issue went out to Madison today. But again I am
done with the other issues, beating, healthcare, and being in this prison around staff who almost killed me.
I have all my paper work on the street: police reports, John Doe, Hospital reports from 3 outside hospitals, all Drs orders from inside prison.
There is also camera footage and ear and eye witnesses on the beating part, I also have Lts. And Cpts. from other institutions who say CCI
should not be doing what they are doing to me.

Peg:
It was nice talking to you last weekend.

I will give you a brief summary of the situation concerning Robert Reifschneider.
Rob was admitted to Columbia Correctional. Shortly after his arrival, he tore his achilles tendon while playing
basketball. He had surgery to repair his injury, ad some time after the repair he acquired an infection. The prison staff
neglected his care, and after the better part of a year, he was sent to a medical facility in New Lisbon, where he was
placed on IV antibiotics for fear that he might lose his leg.
He returned to Columbia Correctional, and was placed in a cell with another inmate.
Rob had issues with his cellmate damaging and stealing personal property from him. His cellmate also pissed on
him. Rob filed a complaint about the situation, but the prison guards did nothing about it.
This behavior continued, and Rob took the situation into his own hands, and an altercation ensued. Per an article
about the incident which is on the internet, the guards stated that Rob had his cellmate in a choke hold, and his eyes
were rolled back in his head, and the deputy's intervened to save his cellmates life.
The deputy's, rather than use pepper spray, or taser, chose to beat the shit out of Rob. Rob was airlifted to a hospital
in Madison where he remained in a coma for a number of days. He sustained a fractured Hyoid bone (which can only
be broken by manual strangulation, and injuries to his knee which have not been evaluated yet, as well as required
stitches to his head/face.
When Rob returned to Columbia, he was sent to the hole and has been there ever since. He feels that his life is in
jeopardy, and that CCI is going out of their way to suppress his ability to communicate with the outside, as well as
communicate with other inmates/witnesses. I'm sure there may be some details which I failed to recollect. If I can be
of any further assistance, feel free to e-mail, or call me at 414-429-4661 (after 3:00 weekdays, or anytime on
weekend.)Thanks, Jim Moritz: ( am contacting)

